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POLICY ISSUE
(Notation Vote)
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1999

SECY-99-251

FOR:

The Commissioners

FROM:

William D. Travers
Executive Director for Operations

SUBJECT:

POLICY STATEMENT ON STAFF MEETINGS OPEN TO THE
PUBLIC:
REVISION OF SECTION D

PURPOSE:
To revise Section D of the Policy Statement on Staff Meetings
Open to the Public to state that
public notice of meetings will be provided via the Internet at
the NRC Web site and to make
other needed administrative changes.
SUNWMARY:
Section D of the NRC Policy Statement on Staff Meetings Open
to the Public states that the
NRC will announce staff meetings open to the public via an
electronic bulletin board and a
telephone recording, both of which are toll-free, and through
the Weekly Compilation of Press
Releases and postings at the NRC's Public Document Room
(PDR). Since NRC began to post
its notice of staff meetings open to the public on the NRC Web
site, use of the automated
means announced in Section D has declined substantially.
Therefore, the staff is proposing to
amend Section D to formally adopt the NRC Web site as the
location from which the NRC will
announce its staff meetings open to the public. For people
who cannot access the NRC Web
site, assistance on scheduled NRC meetings will be available
through NRC staff at the PDR.
The second proposed change is to modify the wording of the
policy to require 10 calendar days
notice on the Web site for a meeting, replacing the requirement
to send the meeting notice to
the notice coordinator 10 days before the meeting. These
changes are consistent with the
guidance to the staff in Management Directive 3.5, "Public
Attendance at Certain Meetings
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Involving the NRC Staff." The third proposed change is to extend the scheduling window. The
fourth proposed change is to delete the reference to the
Meeting Announcement Coordinator, in
anticipation of the posting of announcements directly through
the new Agencywide Documents
Access and Management System (ADAMS). The changes
are included in the proposed
FederalRegisternotice, which is attached (Attachment 1).
BACKGROUND:
The NRC first published its policy for open staff meetings
in the FederalRegisteron June 28,
1978 (43 FR 28058). The current policy statement on staff
meetings open to the public was
published on September 20, 1994 in the FederalRegister
(59 FR 48340), given as Attachment
2. The policy covers the definition of a public meeting, exemptions
from requiring public
meetings, meeting arrangements, and other issues. It also
announces central NRC services
available to the public for obtaining schedules for the staff
meetings that are open to public
attendance. Management Directive 3.5 was issued to provide
guidance to the NRC staff in
implementing the policy.
DISCUSSION:
Over time, the methods that the public has used to access
information about staff meetings
open to the public have changed. The public has increased
its use of newer technologies, such
as the NRC Web site, to access this type of information.
Therefore, the staff has updated the
methods that it uses to provide meeting notices to the public,
by providing this information on
our external Web site. In this paper, the staff proposes to
amend the NRC Policy Statement on
Staff Meetings Open to the Public to reflect this change,
and other administrative changes. The
proposed changes are summarized in Table 1.
The first proposed change updates the locations for posting
meeting announcements. The
current policy states that the primary mechanisms for announcing
meetings are through an
electronic bulletin board and a telephone recording. In 1997,
the NRC began to also announce
staff meetings open to the public on the NRC Web site.
Survey data indicates that calls to the
toll-free electronic bulletin board and telephone recording
average just over one call per day.
Furthermore, the public meeting notice coordinator indicates
that many of those calls are made
by NRC staff to confirm that their meeting has been announced.
In addition, users of the
telephone recording have complained that they must wait
until other meeting announcements
are made to access the message of interest. It has become
apparent from statements made
by the public that they primarily use the NRC Web site to
access announcements of NRC staff
meetings open to public observation.
Therefore, it is the staff's view that continuing the electronic
bulletin board and the telephone
recording is not warranted. Because the policy has not been
updated since 1997 to introduce
the use of the Web site, the staff proposes to update the
policy now to reflect the actual means
used by the public in accessing public meeting information.
The first change proposed to the
policy is to revise Section D to indicate that the public will
be notified of staff meetings open to
public observation via the Internet from the NRC Web site
(http://www.nrc.Qov). For people
who cannot access the NRC Web site, assistance on scheduled
NRC meetings will be available
through NRC staff at the PDR, by calling toll-free at 1-(800)-397-4209.
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Similarly, the Weekly Compilation of Press Releases no longer contains a summary of staff
meetings open to the public, but only compiles relatively
few press releases that announce
meetings of high public interest that are open to
the public. Therefore, the second proposed
change updates this part of Section D and the requirement
that the notices be. posted in the
NRC's PDR. Meeting notices can be accessed
from the NRC Web site on a computer at the
PDR, so posted notices are no longer needed there.
The third proposed change to Section D is to make
administrative changes to update the policy
to reflect current computer storage technology.
The current policy limits the announcement of
meetings to those scheduled within 60 days. This
restriction was placed in the policy due to
limited computer storage capacity when the Public
Meeting Notice System was designed. The
computers currently being used do not have this
limitation, so the restriction is no longer
needed. The third proposed change eliminates
the 60-day limit, so meetings can be
announced as soon as arrangements have been
made.
The fourth proposed change to Section D makes
administrative changes to clarify the policy on
announcing the public meetings. Under the current
policy, the NRC staff was instructed, as a
normal practice, to send the meeting notice to the
public meeting notice coordinator at least 10
days in advance of the scheduled date of the meeting.
The goal of that practice was to ensure
that sufficient time was available to process the
notice and still give the public at least one
week's notice of the meeting. The policy, however,
does not explicitly state when the public
could expect to receive notice of the meeting.
However, the current NRC implementing
guidance for this policy, Management Directive 3.5,
"Public Attendance at Certain Meetings
Involving the NRC Staff", states that "[m]eetings
open to the public should normally be
announced to the public and to the Commission
at least 10 calendar days in advance of the
date of the meeting...". The proposed policy change
states that staff meetings will be
announced as soon as firm arrangements on the
date, time, and facility have been made, but
generally no fewer than 10 calendar days preceding
the meeting. This change will clarify how
much in advance the public can expect to receive
notification of a staff meeting open to the
public via the NRC Web site.
Exceptions to the 10 calendar-day notice period
will be made consistent with the agency
strategic plan performance goals. The current draft
of the strategic plan includes performance
goals to: (1) maintain safety; (2) increase public
confidence; (3) reduce unnecessary regulatory
burden; and (4) make NRC activities and decisions
more effective, efficient and realistic. When
the final version of the strategic plan is available,
we will consider if there are any changes in
the performance goals that will make it necessary
to re-issue this policy statement. Exceptions
will be considered as discussed in the following
paragraph.
With respect to the third and fourth criteria, it is
anticipated that they will be used sparingly and
only when circumstances will not reasonably permit
the requisite notice. Comment on these
criteria is explicitly requested to identify circumstances
in which use of these criteria may be
justified.
To maintain safety, it may be necessary to hold
a meeting called on short notice to resolve a
licensee safety issue. To increase public confidence,
the NRC would hold a meeting as soon
as is practical for a critical licensee safety issue
needing immediate attention even if the
meeting notice period was less than 10 calendar
days. To reduce unnecessary regulatory
burden, it may be necessary for the staff to interact
with applicants for licensing actions on a
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frequent basis with short notice in order to meet aggressive licensing schedules for high-priority
reviews. The meeting notice will indicate that meetings will be held on the application for the
stated period of time and that specifics on individual meetings will be provided with as much
notice as possible. As shown in the three examples, the staff may have to provide less than the
10 calendar day notice to make activities and decisions more effective, efficient and realistic for
aggressive licensing schedules and unforeseen circumstances that require timely response.
The fifth proposed change is to delete the reference to the Meeting Announcement Coordinator.
This deletion will remove information about the internal process for noticing meetings which is
unnecessary in the meeting policy statement. Although not addressed in these proposed
administrative changes to Section D, the staff is now evaluating the use of the ADAMS in the
meeting notification process. Plans under development will ensure that all meeting notices
prepared by the staff are submitted to ADAMS and then automatically made public via the NRC
Web site. It is anticipated that this approach will eliminate the rare instances in the past when a
meeting was announced by mail or fax to known attendees, but was not submitted to the public
meeting notice coordinator to post for the general public.
A draft paper describing these five policy changes was provided to the Office of the Inspector
General (OIG) for comment. The draft paper suggested a shorter meeting notice period, five
working days, but otherwise provided the same proposed changes as this paper. Comments
on these changes were provided in an April 5, 1999 memorandum
from Hubert T. Bell,
Inspector General (IG), to A. J. Galante, Chief Information Officer. The IG expressed concern
about the "diminishment in notice," and noted that "five working days are too short a period to
provide notice to most interested members of the public to respond." He suggested that "a
seven-day notice is more likely to accommodate interveners." The staff acknowledges the
concerns raised by the OIG, and accordingly, has modified the proposed change to provide a
10 calendar day notice period.
The IG also noted that "[c]urrent data indicates that the electronic bulletin board, telephone
recording, distribution via a Weekly Compilation of Press Releases and postings at the PDR
together failed to satisfy the notification needs of all NRC 'customers'." He stated that "it is
highly unlikely that notification solely by Internet will be adequate." As discussed above, the
staff is recommending using the Internet based on data gathered on the public's use of the
electronic bulletin board and telephone recording. The data indicates that the public uses the
electronic bulletin board or the telephone recording to receive public meeting information
infrequently, but relies on the NRC Web site for this information. An update to the policy to
reflect current practice, both by the NRC staff and the public, on the mechanisms of accessing
public meeting notification would seem appropriate at this time. The staff plans to notify the
public of these changes for a 60-day period by using the electronic bulletin board and telephone
recording. This will help the staff receive feedback from the few that still use these services on
eliminating these mechanisms.
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Table 1. Proposed Changes to Section D

Proposed Changes to Section D of
Policy Statement on Staff Meetings Open to the Public
Places for posting meeting announcements
Current policy: (from 1994) electronic bulletin board, telephone recording, Weekly
Compilation of Press Releases, and postings at the NRC's Public Document Room
Interim change: 1997 - began posting the meeting notices to the NRC Web site
Proposed changes:
Change 1: posting meeting notices solely on NRC Web site
Change 2: eliminating notice of meetings on electronic bulletin board, telephone recording,
Weekly Compilation of Press Releases, and postings at the NRC's Public Document
Room
Scheduling window
Current policy: Policy limits the announcement of meetings to those scheduled within
60
days
Proposed change:
Change 3: No 60-day limit on advance scheduling
Advance notice of the meeting
Current policy: Send the meeting notice to the public meeting notice coordinator
at least ten
days before the scheduled date of the meeting
Proposed change:
Change 4: Post meeting announcement to the NRC Web site generally no fewer
than ten
calendar days before the meeting date
Deletion of Reference to Meeting Announcement Coordinator
Current policy: Staff sends meeting notice to Meeting Announcement Coordinator
Proposed change:
Change 5: Internal NRC process for updating meeting notices will be addressed
in
Management Directive 3.5

RECOMMENDATION:
That the Commission approve the staff's recommendations as discussed above.
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COORDINATION:
The Office of the Chief Information Officer has concurred
and the Office of the General Counsel
has no legal objection to this paper.

William D. Travers
Executive Director for Operations
Attachments:
1. Proposed FederalRegister Notice
2. FederalRegister Notice, 9/20/94
3. Memorandum from H.T. Bell to A.J. Galante, 4/5/99
Commissioners' completed vote sheets/comments
should be provided directly to
the Office of the Secretary by COB Friday, October
29, 1999.
Commission Staff Office comments, if any, should
be submitted to the Commissioners
NLT October 22, 1999, with an information copy
to the Office of the Secretary.
If
the paper is of such a nature that it requires
additional review and comment,
the Commissioners and the Secretariat should
be apprised of when comments may
be expected.

DISTRIBUTION:
Commissioners
OGC
OCAA
OIG
OPA

OCA
CIO
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Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Staff Meetings Open to the Public: Proposed Policy Statement

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

ACTION: Proposed policy statement.

SUMMARY: The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
proposes to revise Section D of
its current policy statement that NRC staff follows in opening to
public observation meetings
between the NRC staff and one or more outside persons. The
NRC proposes to announce via
the Internet from the NRC Web site at http://www.nrc.gov, its staff
meetings that will be open to
the public and proposes to discontinue announcing public staff
meetings, meeting changes, and
cancellations through its public meeting notice system electronic
bulletin board and telephone
recording, and through the Weekly Compilation of Press Releases
and posting in the NRC's
Public Document Room (PDR). The policy would also be amended
to state that staff meetings
will be announced as soon as the staff is certain that a meeting
will be held and firm
arrangements have been made, but generally no fewer than 10
calendar days before the
meeting. Also, the policy would be amended to eliminate the restriction
that limits the posting of
meetings to those scheduled within 60 days.
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DATES: Submit comments by (30 days after publication in the Federal Register).
Comments
received after this date will be considered if it is practical to do
so, but the Commission is only
able to guarantee its consideration of comments received on
or before this date.

ADDRESSES: Send comments to: Secretary, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission,
Washington, DC 20555-0001. ATTN: Rulemakings and Adjudications
Staff.
Hand deliver comments to: 11555 Rockville Pike, Rockville, Maryland,
between 7:30
a.m. and 4:15 p.m. on Federal workdays.
Examine comments received at the NRC Public Document Room,
2120 L Street NW.
(Lower level), Washington, D.C.
You may also submit comments via the NRC's interactive rulemaking
Web site at
http://ruleforum.llnl.gov. This site enables you to upload comments
as files (any format), if your
Web browser supports that function. For information about the
interactive rulemaking Web site,
contact Ms. Carol Gallagher, 301-415-5905; email: cag@nrc.gov.
A copy of NRC's current Policy Statement on Staff Meetings Open
to the Public and this
proposed revision to the policy statement are available at the
NRC Web site at
http ://www.nrc. gov.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Louise Lund, Office
of the Executive Director for
Operations, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington,
DC 20555-0001, Telephone:
301-415-8508: email: lxl@nrc.gov.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
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I. Background:
The NRC first published its policy for open staff meetings in the Federal
Register on
June 28, 1978 (43 FR 28058). Subsequently, the NRC published
a new Policy Statement on
Staff Meetings Open to the Public in the FederalRegisteron September
20, 1994 (59 FR
48340). Section D of that policy statement implemented an electronic
bulletin board and a
telephone recording as the primary mechanisms for announcing staff
meetings open to public
observation.

II. Proposed Change to the Policy Statement:
The proposed change would revise Section D to state that staff meetings
open to public
observation will be announced via the Internet from the NRC Web
site, (http://www.nrc.gov). In
1997, the NRC began to announce staff meetings open to the public
on the NRC Web site, in
addition to the two mechanisms indicated in Section D. The public
is provided access to the
NRC Web site in the NRC Public Document Room, and may access
it from personal computers
as well. Call data indicates that once the Web site became a mechanism
for announcing these
meetings, calls to the electronic bulletin board and to the telephone
recording, both of which are
toll-free, averaged just over one call per day. It has become apparent
that with the increasing
use of the Internet to obtain information, the NRC Web site is the
primary mechanism by which
the public accesses announcements of NRC staff meetings open
to public observation. The
NRC has conducted surveys on the use of the electronic bulletin board
and the telephone
recording which have determined that they are not used sufficiently
to merit continuation.
Surveys have also revealed that the public does not rely on the telephone
recording to
determine if meetings have been changed or canceled. The public
usually contacts the NRC
staff person listed in each meeting announcement, or accesses the
NRC Web site to determine
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if there is a schedule or location change for a meeting. Therefore, the NRC does not believe
that eliminating the telephone recording will adversely affect the ability of the
public to find out
whether meetings have been changed or canceled. The NRC plans to retain
the telephone
number, with a new recording that refers the public to the toll-free telephone
number of the
PDR and NRC Web site. For people who cannot access the NRC Web site,
assistance on
scheduled NRC meetings will be available through NRC staff at the PDR, by
calling toll-free 1
(800)-397-4209.

The NRC does not distribute a summary compilation of meeting notices in the
Weekly
Compilation of Press Releases; therefore, that provision in Section D has been
eliminated.
Also, because the public can gain access to the NRC Web site using a computer
at the PDR,
the proposed revision no longer requires that paper copies of meeting notices
be posted at the
PDR.

This policy statement would also be revised to state that staff meetings will
be noticed
as soon as the NRC staff is certain that a meeting will be held and that firm
arrangements have
been made, but generally no fewer than 10 calendar days before the meeting.
Under the
current policy, the NRC staff is instructed to send a notice to the public meeting
notice
coordinator at least 10 days in advance of the date of the meeting. The goal
of that practice
was to ensure that the subsequent administrative processing of the notice
for public notification
would result in the public having at least 1 week's notice of the open staff meeting.
However,
the current NRC implementing guidance for this policy, Management Directive
3.5, "Public
Attendance at Certain Meetings Involving the NRC Staff", states that "[Mjeetings
open to the
public should normally be announced to the public and to the Commission
at least 10 calendar
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days in advance of the date of the meeting...." The change to the policy will specify that the
public can expect to receive notification of a staff meeting open to the public
via the NRC Web
site 10 calendar days in advance.

Experience has also shown that sometimes a staff meeting that is open
to the public
needs to be scheduled quickly, and thus does not allow time for the public
to receive notice at
least 10 calendar days in advance of the meeting. Therefore, in these cases
where an
exception to the 10 calendar day policy must be made, the proposed change
states that the
staff will try to give notice as promptly as possible

Exceptions to the 10-calendar day notice period will be made consistent
with the agency
strategic plan performance goals. The current draft of the strategic plan
includes performance
goals to: (1) maintain safety; (2) increase public confidence; (3) reduce
unnecessary regulatory
burd-en; and (4) make NRC activities and decisions more effective, efficient
and realistic. When
the final version of the strategic plan is available, we will consider if there
are any changes in
the performance goals that will necessitate reissuance of this policy statement.

With respect to the third and fourth criteria, it is anticipated that they will
be used sparingly and
only when circumstances will not reasonably permit the requisite notice.
Comment on these
criteria is explicitly requested to identify circumstances in which use of these
criteria may be
justified.

To explain how these performance goals would be used to evaluate whether
exceptions
should be made to the 10 calendar day notice period, the following examples
are given. To
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maintain safety, it may be necessary to hold a meeting called on short notice to resolve a
licensee safety issue. To increase public confidence, the NRC would hold a meeting
as soon
as is practical for a critical licensee safety issue requiring immediate attention even if
the
meeting notice period was less than 10 calendar days. To reduce unnecessary regulatory
burden, it may be necessary for the staff to interact with applicants for licensing actions
on a
frequent basis with short notice in order to meet aggressive licensing schedules for high-priority
reviews. The meeting notice will indicate that meetings will be held on the application
for the
stated period of time and that specifics on individual meetings will be provided with as
much
notice as possible. As shown in the three examples, the staff may have to provide less
than the
10 calendar-day notice to make activities and decisions more effective, efficient and realistic
for
aggressive licensing schedules and unforeseen circumstances that require timely response.

Also, the policy is revised to eliminate the restriction that limits the posting of meetings
to those scheduled within 60 days. The restriction was placed in the current policy because
of
limited computer storage capacity available when the Public Meeting Notice System was
designed in the early 1990s.

Accordingly, the NRC is proposing to revise Section D of the Commission's Policy
Statement on Staff Meetings Open to the Public, to read as follows:

D. Notice to the Public:

1. Meeting announcement information is to be provided to the public as soon as the
staff is certain that a meeting will be held and firm date, time, and facility arrangements
have
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been made, but generally no fewer than 10 calendar days before the meeting. Where a
meeting must be scheduled but cannot be announced 10 calendar days
in advance, the staff
will provide as much advance notice as possible. Public notice of meetings
will be made via the
Internet from the NRC Web site at http://www.nrc.gov. Meeting changes
or cancellations will
also be announced promptly on the NRC Web site. Meeting notices, changes
to meetings, and
cancellations will be updated each working day, if required, on the NRC
Web site.

2. Meeting announcements will include the date, time, and location of the
meeting, as
well as its purpose, the NRC office(s) and outside participant(s) in attendance,
and the name
and telephone number of the NRC contact for the meeting.

Dated at Rockville, MD, this

day of

1999.

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Annette L. Vietti-Cook,
Secretary of the Commission.
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conferences.
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ronerally have an adverse effect on open addition. NRC has open meetings
with
those where participants are physically
communications between the NRC and
trade organizations and with public
present at a single meeting silo.
Interest groups regarding policy and
liconseas.
One commenter suggested that the
The NRC has been conducting public technical Issues and the ag'ency's
definition
,
of a public meeting be
meetings for nearly 25 years under the
regulatorny responsibilities.
to one in which public interest haslimited
The policy
1976 policy statement. Since September statement codifies
been
current practice
expressed or where the NRC has reason
1992. the Office of Nuclear Reactor
establishing uniform guidelines for bV
Iýe to believe there is substantial public
'Regulation. the Office forAnalysis and
staff.
interest. The use of this type of criterion
"Evaluation of Operational Data. and the
would require that the NRC judge what
"zeglonal otfices have operated under an 11'finigion of a Public Afeeling
is of significant Interest to a wide range
Interim policy similar to the proposed
Several commenters offered
of groups that have varied interests. The
policy statementL Thu NRC has
suggestions
for refining the definition of NRC does
not
"public meeting."
not presume to judge for these
Several commenters
varied groups what meetings they may
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consider to be of significant interest.

Notices

or licensee ptrformance would normally performance
The NRC believes thatitis the
or its safety and regulatory
2Vsponslbllity of members of the public, be open because they may lead to a
rusponsibilitles and exemption "h" has
specific regulatory decision or action.
:not tha NRC, to docide if they are
been broadened to specifically exclude
Howeovr, should a meeting Involving a meetings
Interested In attonding a staff meeting.
hold as an integral part of an
general
Inforniation exchange be closed NRC Inspection.
Several commentars suggostod that
anti should discussions during such a
the public's role at open staff meetings
Ono commenter Interpreted the
meeting approach Issues that might load provision in~exemption
lm clearly limited to that olfobsrvars.
"r' in the policy
to a specific regulatory decislon or
statement st a means to exempt
The preamble ofthe proposed policy
action,.
the
NRC
stafr
may advise the
atalmneunt clearly stains that staff
meetings c ravened to solve potential
meeting attendees that such matters
rontitngs npean to the
problems, such as rclamation proposals
ipublic would bi
cannot be discussed In a closed meeting or enforcement
rpon only to observation. I inwavor. In
matters. The NRC does
anti propose discussing the Issues In a
ruxponse in this coninrn, the NRC has
not agree with this Interpretation. The
rutur open meeting."
amended the dofinition ora public
exemption addresses meetings that
.everal commentors suggested that
meeting to Include tile phrasa. "open to
result In the Inappropriate
the policy statement contain additional could
public observation."
Jisclosuro
and dissemination of
"p0.lilntnary.
specific
exemptions for closing a
Several commenters suggested that
unverified Information.".
meeting. For example, one commentor
the policy statement inclut spociinc
The
purpose
of
this exemption Is not to
ways to limit public participation, such suggested closing meetings that are
close
all
meetings
for which preliminary
administrative In nature, that are held to Information.
ms permitting members of the public to
proposals, or concerns are
discuss
scheduling
or
constraints
ask questions only at the.conclusion of
discussed, but to specifically ensure that
associated with licensee actions, or that agency
a meeting or requiring them to submit
licensees and applicants will not
are held to review material submitted to be Inhibited
writton comments or questions. The
in bringing preliminary.
the
NRC
by
licensees. The NRC believes unverified Information
policy statement Is not Intanded to
to the attention
that these types of meetings will
address the role of the public beyond
of the NRC.
be
exempt
to
the extent the definition ofa
that of observation. lHowever, the NRC
The NRC staff believes that this
public meeting encompasses only
recognizes that some meetings open
reasoning applies to another commenter
urider the policy statement may warrant meetings where substantive Issues are
who believes that meetings between the
discussed. Also. exemption "g" as
a greater degree of public participation.
staff
licensees. where technical
rewritten covers those types of meetings Issuesand
If participation beyond that of
or
approaches to emerging issues
because
they are held only for the
observation Is allowed for a particular
are
discussed,
should also be classified
exchange of information.
meeting, a description of the degree of
as "preliminary" in nature and not open
Several
commenters
participation will be spt-cfied when the
suggested closing to the public.
meetings for the exchange of
meeting Is announced and at the outset
Meeting Arrangements
of the meeting by the senior NRC official preliminary, unverified information: .
meetings held within a licensee's
participating In the meeting.
Several commenters raised issues
protected areas: and meetings between
One commenter asked that NRC
regarding arrangements for public
NRC Resident Inspectors and licensees. meetings. One recommended
prohibit members of the public from
that public
The NRC believes that these types of
interrupting meetings to pursue a
recording and transcription of meetings
meetings
are
already
exempted by the
personal agenda or raise public policy
be prohibited. The NRC does not believe
issues. The NRC recognizes the concern policy statement In that the first type
it should limit public attendees when
outside persons may have regarding this would be closed under exemption f.
they want to record or transcribe
possliblity. As abovo. the NRC staff will anti second and third.types would be
proceedings which they have a right to
closed under exemption -h."
Indicate the ground rules for a public
attand. This typo of a prohibition would
One commenter suggested that
meeting at the beginning of a meeting
difficult to enforce and would
exrmptions
"f... g,'" an "'h' need to be I3onfringe
and adhere to those rules throughout the
upon an established practice
refinod to preserve NRC s flexibility to
rnedia represontativeus and others who of
inmeting.
carry
uut
its health and safety
The suggestion that the term
r oullnely record public proceedings for
-nmounter*" In the definition ofa public responsibilities without being unduly
t.heir convenience and subsequent use.
inhibited
by
the
expanded
openness
onit-ting be changed to 'reMoting" was
One commenter suggested that
policy. Another commenter believed
=jected. lied this suggestion been
outside
parties" be consulted before
hese exemptions were too broad. NRC
accepted, the definition would have
announcing a meeting open to public
foeliav1.s exemption "1' Is sufficiently
rTad. "A public meeting Is a formal
observation because they may wish to
ocused to be clearly Interpreted.
meeting.' 'a'" phrasing that does not
s ubmit proprietary, personal, or other
Exemptions
"g"and "h" have been
comply with the logical terms of a
coonfidential Information prior to the
rrfined and the NRC believes
that the
donlinition.
Irseating. Another suggested that the
Ipolicy statement
has sufficient
F-xemptions
f
NRC staff inform the "outside parties"
lexibility to ensure that NRC meets Its
if a meeting will be a public meeting.
arely
and
regulatory responsibilities.
In reviewing the comments regarding
T
i
'he p olicy statement clearly enunciates hihis is the current NRC practice:
the exemptions and scope of the policy
owever, the NRC will include a
t his fexibility
statement, the NRC staff recognizes that
in stating. "itIhis policy
p
revision in its Implementing
.
s a matter of NRC discretion and may
exemption 'g" should be clarified. The
in
anagement directive emphasizing that
b
a
departed
phrase. Is a general information
from as NRC convenience
th e NRC staff should make outside
a.nd necessity
may dictate." The
exchange" has been added to the
p orsons aware when a meeting will be
ommenter specifically requested
exemption. Furthermore. guidance has
that
a
public meeting. This practice will
t0
he term "substantially" be deleted from
been provided to the staff at the end of
ecxemption
al low the outside persons to raise
"h."
Suction C2 as follows: "'Also note that
The
NRC agrees because cc ncerns regarding confidential
t aeNRC
meetings between staff and licensees or
will not open a meeting If the
N
Information before a meeting.
trade groups to discuss technical Issues b, RC staff believes the administrative
Several commanters expressed the
irdon will Interfere with the efficient
co ncern that essential or urgent
VemOaz3-5~p 4
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meetings would not be scheduled
promptly-cnough because of the needi o
provide -ten days advanced notice."
This provision Is Intended to ensure
that when the NRC staff dooms that a
minting should be a public meeting
there Is sufficient time to provide

conferences. Another commentor
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Guidance that had been used by the
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NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulatien, the Office for Analysis and
Evaluation of Operational Data. and the
NRC regional offices. The AMC stated
that the proposed policy was generally
respuonsive to Its concerns. AMC's
additional comments and the concerns
of other commenters who referenced
AMC's concerns am addressed In the
preceding analysis of comments In
Section Ii of this document.
l11. Discussion of the Policy
The purpose of revising the open
meeting policy is to further the goal of
providing meaningful opportunities for
the public to be Informed of NRC
activities without unduly affecting open
and candid discussions between
licensees and the NRC staff or
Interfering with the NRC staffs ability to
exercise Its regulatory and safety
responsibilities without undue
administrative burden. The policy also
provides guidance to the NRC staff
concerning the types of meetings that
should be open to public observation.
The open meeting policy is a matter of
NRC discretion and may be departed
from as NRC convenience and necessity
may dictate.
The open meeting policy excludes
meetings where the expressed intent is
not to discuss substantive issues that are
directly associated with NRC's
regulatory and safety responsibilities.
Meetings that would not need to be
open could include training.
conferences., and association meetings
where both NRC staff and appllcant/
licensee officials participate. The open
meeting pollcy also excludes meetings
or interviews between NRC staff and
licensee staff or management personnel
that occur during the perrfrmanco of an
NRC Inspection. The policy also
excludes meetings the NRC staff has
with its own employees, contractors.
and consultants, other Federal agencies
where the matter does not relate to a
specific activity for which NRC has
oversight, and with representatives of
foreign governments and State and local
representatives on matters other than
those relating to specific NRC licensing
or regulatory actions Involving
individual NRC licensees.
Exemptions to the policy will permit
meetings to be closed to ensure that
classified, commercial or financial
proprietary, safeguards, personal
privacy, and investigative information
protected by statute or otherwise
requiring protection is not disclosed to
the public. Other exemptions are
provided to ensure that the NRC staff
as sufficient flexibility to efficiently
carry out its responsibilities.

suggested that the policy statement
should be limited to a period necessary
to determine If there Is sufficient
Interest to Justify the expense of opanir ig
routine meetings to the public. The NRC
believes that Its long-term experience
adequate public noticeaol the meeting.
with open meetings Justifies opening
When a mooting is deemed essential ar Ad staff meetings
and that this practice hagI
adequatw public notice cannot he
resulted
in
significant
benefits to the
provided. exemption
of the polcy
"Intoatnont wouldnapply"h"
bm
cuse Iqj~i I public. Thus the NRC does not believe
0 Its policy should be limited for any
privido notice would consiltuto an
particular period of time.
administratiel bwidn hintzcould
Interfem with the NRC stais efficiont
Costs

execution of its safety and regulatory
Several commenters expressed
responsibilities; however, limited notic a concern regarding
expenditures that
would still be provided using available
would be required by the NRC and
telephone and electronic bulletin board
licensees to accommodate public
systems.
observation of meetings. Two
Another commenter noted that its
commontors expressed concern that
experience has been that some past
additional expenditures would be
public meetings noticed In the Federal
Incurred without commensurate
Register were published on the day of
benefits; for example, that public
the meeting or published so close-to thiSmeetings
may be held with no public
dato'of the meeting that public
attendance.
Should this happen, these
attendance was Impossible. The NRC
commenters suggested that these types
Tecognizes that delays may occur
because of the requirement to publish a of meetings be added as exemptions
because no public Interest In them
notice of the meeting in the Federal
R'egister. Consequently, the NRC did no would have been demonstrated. Others
believed that the proposal should be
adopt publication in thm Fedoral
abandoned because it would affect fee
Register as the principal mechanism lot assessments
under the agency's I a0
announcing public staff meetings. The
percent user-fee policy, resulting in a
NRC will announce public meetings
net loss in regulatory effectiveness and
through a toll-free telephone recording.
with no public benefit. The NRC does
a toll-free electronic bulletin board.
not envision more than a nominal
weekly distribution of public meeting
increase in expenditures because the
announcements to the Press. and by
meetings in question will be held with
posting meeting announcements in the
or without public attendance, and are
NRC Public Document Room.
usually held at NRC facilities and
D)no commenter suggested that
meetings at licensee facilities are
minutm of closed meetings be prepared
normally
held Ina facility readily
when substantive regulatory issues are
accessible to the public. NRC's costs
raisod In a closed meeting or when
associated with operating the toll-free
minutis of the closed meeting can be
prepared and released to the public. The telephone line and the public-access
electronic bulletin board are minimal
NRC recognizes that closed meetings
and. to a great extent, offset by
may involve discussions regarding
consolidating several current meeting
substantive regulatory matters, such as
notice telephone systems into one. Press
those Involving preliminary. unverirted
notices of public meetings will be
information: meetings may also be
Included in the agency's Weekly Press
closed because of the administrative
Release Compilation. Concerns related
burden of opening the meeting for
to
fee assessments are routinely
public observation. The NRC does not
addressed as part of rulemakings for 10
believe It is necessary to require in the
CFR Parts 170 and 271. In February
policy statement the preparation of
meeting minutes or summaries of closed 1994. the NRC issued the "Report to the
Congress on the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
meetings. However. current NRC
Commission's Licensee Policy Review
practice. when appropriate, is to make
Required by the Energy Policy Act of
"publiclyavailable summaries of non
1992" that addresses concerns raised
public meetings. This practice will
regarding
the NRC licensee fee policy.
continur
American
Mining Congress Comments
Dumlion of Policy
The
NRC
invited public comment on
One commenter suggested that any
concerns that had been submitted by the
revised policy adopted by the NRC be
American Mining Congress (AMC) on
limited to a two-year trial basis similar
the September 1992. Interim Policy
to that approved for open enforcement
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A meeting to discuss prelimlnary.
unverified Information Is not an open
•eotling under the policy. The purpose
of
this exemption
Is to ensure
that
11cnsoos
and applicants
are not
Inhibited In bringing to the Commiasloin
Information that is not verified or
sufficiently analyfed to draw firm
conclusions. It also ensures thet
discussions about potential Implication
s

at thhi type of Intsrmation occur
candidly and openly without fear that I
may be misundersteod by the public as t
fact or as final conclusions.
A meeting that is an Inforniallon
exchange having no direct. substantive
connection to a specific NRC decision o
action Is not an open meeting under thh r
policy. The purpose of this exemption I8
s
to ensure that routineadminIstrative

matters relating to regulatory activities
can be carried out efficiently. For
example. drop-in visits or similar
management meetings between senior
executives ofia utility licensed to
operate a nuclear power plant and the
Executive Director for Operations,
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purposes other than meeting with

b. Under contract to the NRQ

include but are not limited to

c. Acting in an official capacity as a

licensee officials. These purposes may
monitoring and assessing the

performance of NRC subordinates.
touring the facility, or independently
assessing liconsoe porformance. During
such a trip. he or she may visit licensee
officials and may discuss substantive
rogulatory Issues with them. Opening
such a mooting to the public would
constitute an undue administrative
burden and could impede the efficient
executions of the NRC's safety and
regulatory responsibilities.
The public meeting notice system
planned for providing public notice of
all NRC staff meetings open to the
public will have a toll-free telephone

recording and a public-access electronic
bulletin board for announcing meeting
notice information. Open staff meetings
will also be announced by a weekly
press release as well as being posted in
the agency's Public Document Room. as
is the current practice.

consultant to the NRC:
d. Acting In an official capacity as a
representative of an agency of the
executive, legislative, or judicial

branch of ihe U.S. Covernment

(except when the agency is subject to
NRC regulatory oversight):
0.

Acting In an official capacity as a

roprosentativo of a foreign

government:
f. Acting In an official capacity as a

representative of a State or loaAI

government (except when sped nc

NRC licensing or regulatory matters
are discussed).
C. Applicabilityand Exemptions

1. This policy applies solely to NRC
staff-sponsored and conducted meetings
and not to meetings conducted by
outside entities that NRC staff members
might attend and participate in. It does
not apply to the Commission or offices
that report directly to the Commission.
Regional Administrators. or other senior
IV.
Commission
Similarly, it does not apply to meetings
Policy
Statement
on
NRC managers are generally closed
Staff
Meetings
between the NRC staff and
Open
to
the
Public
meetings because they typically consist
representatives of State governments.
of a general exchange of information not A. Purpose
including Agreement State
directly related to any regulatory action
This statement presents the policy
representatives, relating to NRC
or decision. Furthermore. meetings to
that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Agreement State activities
discuss schedules for NRC actions, or
or to State
(NRCI staff will follow in opening
regulatory actions or to other matters of
1he status of an applicant's or licensee's
meetings between the NRC staff and one general Interest to the State
activities would not be open under this
or to the
or more outside persons to public
Commission, that Is, matters other than
exemption. Meetings between staff and
observation. The policy continues
specific NRC licensing or regulatory
licensees or trade groups to discuss
actions involving specific licensees.
technical issues or licensee performance NRC's longstanding practice of
providing the public with the fullest
Also, the policy is not intended
would normally be open under this
to apply
information practicable on its activities
to or supersede any existing law. rule.
provision because they may lead to
and
of
conducting
business
or
in
regulation
an open
that addresses public
specific regulatury act[on.
manner, while balancing the need for
attendance at a specific type of medting.
The final exemption Is for meetings
the NRC staff to exorcise its regulatory
For example. 10 CFR Part 7 specifically
where the administrative burden
associated with public attendance could and safety responsibilities without
addresses public attendance at advisory
undue administrative burden. This
committee meetings: and 10 CFR Part 9.
intorfire with the NRC stairs efficient
policy also announces central agency
Subpart C. addresses public attendance
execution ofits safety and regulatory
rmsponsibilitlos. This exemption ensures services available to the public for
at Commission meetings. The policy
obtaining schedules for the staff
also does not negate existing
that the NRC staff has the discretion to
meetings that are open to public
have a needed meeting on short notice
Memoranda of Understanding.
wherc adequate public notice cannot be attendantie. Implementing guidance will procedural agreements, or other formal
bu issued to the NRC staff as a
agreements or requirements regarding
provided without placing an undue
management directive. This meeting
burden on'the agency. The meeting
he accessibility of the public to observe
policy is a matter of NRC discretion and )r participate In meetings
could be necessary b1ecauso of an urgent
between NRC
issue that needs addressing or where the may be departed from as NRC
I nd its licensees or any other entities. In
convenience
opportunity becomes available on short
and necessity may dictate.
addition. the policy does not apply to
notice to meet with an official of the
meetings involving enforcement matters
B.
Definition
applicant or licensee that would benefit
under 10 CFR Part 2. Appendix C nor
A public me.eting is a planned, formal I.o settlement conferences.
the NRC staff person in carrying out his
or her duties. The meeting also might be encounter open to public observation
2. In general, meetings between the
between one or more NRC staff members Il•RC
in a location that does not have the
staff and outside persons will be
and one or moro outside persons
facilities to easily iccommodato the
classifled as public meetings unless the
physically
present at a single meeting
public, such as within a plant's
IS
JRC staff determines that the subject
site. with the bxressed intent of
protected area. because these meetings
nnatter to be discussed
discussing substantive issues that are
would require an undue administrative
a. Is specifically authorized by an
directly associated with the NRCs
burden to establish access authorization
E:xecutive Order to be kept secret in the
regulatory
for members of the public. FPr example.
and salety responsibilpties.
Enterests of national defense or foreign
An outside person Is any Indiv of
an NRC manager may visit a facility on
policy (classified Information) or
who is not:
short notice or without any notice fur
lS]
pacifically exempted from public
a. An NRC employee;
d isclosuro by statute:
VrMDaa •1
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b. Contains trade socrets and
052-Dt74 and on a toll-froo electronic
commercial or financial Information
bulletin board at 800-052-0676.
Iproprietary nformnation):
2. MuctIngs which are scheduled for
r. Contains safoguards Information:
the next 60 calandar days will be
d. Is ofta personal nature where such
announced tothe public. MoatIng
dlsclosure would constituto a clearly
annontoamnntu will fncluda the date.
unwarrannid Invaslon of personal
linme.a&M location of the mooting, as
prIvacr.
wall as Its purpo%o. the agancy anti
0. Is t•ulat! in a pleantir, ongoing. or
=7mpltted uin'asetigation andl/r contains outtida organizations In allandancv., antd
th0 nanw and telephone nunimbr of the
InTurnmatlon comnplied for law
agency contad for the meeting.
runrornttmit purpotss:
Informathn almout canceled,
- L Could rusult In the Inappro rlate
Ittarchdulado, and open metiongs
disclosutre and dsiznmnination al
sclceduled on short notlce will IM
prelhinilnary. unverilnud Infomn:ion:
updatdl daily or as needed by Its
g. Is a gennral Information oxchangn
Iostlng at the agency Public Document
having no direct. substantive connect
[on Room. on the telephone recording, and
Io a specific NRC regulatury decision
or on ihe electronic bulletin board.
action:
Dated st Rockvill. MD. this 141h day of
h. Indicates that ihe administrativo
September 1004.
burden associahtd with public
For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
allentlance at the meeting could result
John C floyle.
In Interf•ring with the NRC stairs
xexution t)f Its safety anti regulatory
Acting See.rrtnr)y nfIhe Cn6mmlssion.
respnnsibilitLos suc:fj as wvhen the
IFR Doc. 04-23203 Filed 0-.1g--04: :45 aril
medting is an inegrant part or the
DI5LLNG CODE
73*0--oi-P
execution of the NRC Inspection
progrzam
It is iniportant to note that whether or
not a meeting should be open for public
amendance is dpeondent primarily on
tihe subjt-ct matter to be discussed. not
who tiutsidce nor who within the NRC
staff is participating (e.g.. staff level
versus senior mnanagement).
Also note that meetings between staff
and licensees or trade groups to discuss
technical issues or licensee performance
would normallv In! open because thwy
may lead to a specific regulator)
decision or actior. However. should
a
mee•ting involving a general infornmatinn
exchange hli closed and should
disczssians during surh a meeting
approatil issues that might lend to a
specific regulatory decision or actlion.

thn NRC staff may advise the nrveting

alttel:iis that such matters cannot
1n
di-t'wasstud in a closetd nieeing anti

prupose (disrussingthe issues in a future
typen nieveting.
1). Xtice. lo tih Public
1. Nornmllv. neeting announeemeneit
information is to lie provided by the
staff to the agtencv's meeting

announcement coordinator at least
ten
days in adveanceti tthe date otthe
meeting so that adequate notice can be

made to the public.

Public notice will ie provided
through the WVT.Lv Compilation

of

1'ress Releases and posting in the NRC
h'adquarler's P'ublic Document Room.
2120 L Street (Lower Level) NWV..
WashinE:on, DC. Thme public may obtain
a scheduee of Agency, staff lnteehtigs oi
a tnll.&me telephone recording at nO.Vma~~1523 Sep IV.1994 Al 150257
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